ESTTELLIGENCE TESTS
Another group of tests largely identifies intelligence with
the possession and right use of vocabulary. The Terman
revision of the Binet test has a list of words with which to
make a direct trial of vocabulary. Such a Binet test as
that asking the child to say as many words as possible in
three minutes is certainly connected with vocabulary.
The " opposites " test asks for the opposite of words and
can be easy (as the opposite of black, or last, or near) or
very difficult (as the opposite of stringent, or disdain, or
despite). It is particularly in the hard examples that it
tests richness and nicety of vocabulary more obviously
than intelligence. But experiment finds these two closely
correlated, though on the other hand it would seem that
country children, for example, might be sadly handicapped
and yet be quite intelligent.
This " opposites " test, however, does not merely test
for the possession of a piece of acquired knowledge, aa
the information tests do. It calls for the employment of
intelligence at the time, for usually the subject has not
previously considered what word stands in the " opposite "
relationship to disdain (say), even if he should possess the
required word and be accustomed to use it correctly. This
requirement of the exercise of intelligence at the moment
of taking the test (and not merely previously in acquiring
the information or the vocabulary) is also an obvious
feature in the ** analogies " test first developed by Wood-
worth and by Burt, and in the completion or missing word
test of Ebbinghaus Both of these call, in addition to
vocabulary, for an appreciation of relationships. The
former asks for the missing term in such a pair of relation-
ships as
fin : fish :: wing: ?
reminding one of the epigram, "Ktt is to Addington as
London is to Paddington " ; while the latter asks for the
missing words in a paragraph or sentence, as " To . . . . .
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